Abstract
INTRODUCTION
WiMAX is referred to as a protocol providing fixed and mobile access to the internet [1] . WiMAX forum formed in 2001 has decided the name. This forum is responsible to promote conformity and interoperability over large heterogeneous networks combining several local area networks according to certain accepted standards [2] . Original focus of the WiMAX was on fixed radio access and based on IEEE standard 802. specification. It is being modified since the original implementation. Another type has emerged known as mobile WiMAX as described in IEEE 802.16e-2005 standards which focus on mobile access over broadband networks [3] .
The differences between the two types of WiMAX networks is that, fixed WiMAX deploys an uni-directional antenna at user's end with High gain-low portability and low portability provides a limited broadband access. Whereas mobile WiMAX provides because at user end deploys low gain and high portability omni directional antenna embedded in flash drive sized modem [3] .
WiMAX network implementation requires similar telecommunication infrastructure to that of voice communication networks (GSM, CDMA). About 592 WiMAX (fixed and mobile) networks have been deployed in 148 countries [4] . The paper contents are Section II details are related to the problem statement definition. In Section III there is a review of literature. Sections IV provide the design of WiMAX system & simulation framework and in section V discuss their discussion on observations, findings and conclusion.
PROBLEM STATEMENT DEFINITION
The data transfer between the uplink subscriber station to base station (SS-BS) and base station to service station (BS-SS) directions is carried out with the help of time division multiple access (TDMA) in media access protocol. The time is divided in to frames separated by time intervals. Each frame is divided between uplinks Sub Frame and downlink Sub Frame.
The downlink Sub Frame contains two fields for managing allocation of wireless communication.
DL-MAP: -
The downlink bandwidth allocation map to tell the SS of the time table and physical layer transmission packets bursts.
UL-MAP:-
The Uplink bandwidth allocation map. It controls the amount of time each SS is given access to the channel in the next uplink sub frames [5] .
In the above mentioned wireless communication, there is a requirement of allocating slots to each SS to fulfill each client's requirements. In order to better support quality of services (QoS) requirement of clients, the standards defines key parameters like minimum delay & high throughput [6] .
WiMAX is referring to attain QoS in terms of throughput, achieving the same in mesh WiMAX is challenging.
IEEE802.16 Media Access Control (MAC) to resolve problems generated traffic by multimedia applications or streaming video from transmission of the neighboring WiMAX node in India. (i. e. villages) [7] .
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Currently WiMAX networks are mostly deployed in metropolitan areas, it is therefore in our interests to validate that the new technology works even in the most rural environments [8] .
Another source of motivation is based on the main objectives of this research is use ICT for development in rural and marginalized areas. Deploying /merging the fixed WiMAX network in rural areas into a mobile WiMAX network will not only help to increase the internet coverage area provided by the WiMAX /WiFi hot spots but it will increase accessibility and mobility to the already provided to the community also will furnish an opportunity for growth in e-services that could be rendered in the future, provided that the network will be sustained.
In [6] , other hand WiMAX is based on IEEE802 .16 standards provides broadband wireless access to mobile broadband connection. Five types quality of service flow defined by the IEEE 802.16e standard.
In [7] , present a history of packet delays to classify packets in four classes & scheduler provides higher priority to packet to user end those channel condition is best. Study on UGS and rtps had been presented.
The authors [9] , have highlighted a problem of Real-Time (rtps & UGS) services class and provide a appropriate solution for real time service class. The authors proposed problem was to a cross layer structure algorithm NS-3 Simulation were used and provided results are interesting and enhance throughput and decrease delay.
In [10] , authors have provided detailed survey about different scheduling algorithms for PMP WiMAX mode, as well as provide details about WiMAX service classes their applications and some performance evaluation parameters.
In [11] , author has evaluated different type of scheduling algorithms of wireless networks like Round Robin, Strict Priority, Weighted Fair Queuing and Weighted Round Robin etc., brief introduction of WiMAX and QoS service classes was also given.
In [12] , authors have given a comparative analysis of two different scheduling algorithms, Weighted Fair Queue (WFQ) and Priority Queue (PQ). Different issues like end to end delay and packet reception and transmission details are used to evaluate the algorithms. 
DESIGN OF THE WIMAX SYSTEM
As scheduling algorithms perform critical role in band-width sharing and packet scheduling process, every algorithm should have some purpose or aim, on the basis of which it is used. First of all, used algorithm should have capability to share total amount of bandwidth in fair manner. Secondly, every SS in network should have minimum guaranteed bandwidth. Thirdly, should have capability to reduce variations in latency. All these purposes are helpful in provision of QoS.
A. Proposed Operational scheduling Algorithm
The Figure 4 .2 shows that, the allocated bandwidth is granting a request, the system has to check QoS Polling services, nominal polling jitter and reference time i.e. to calculate the generation time and the target of the rtps data. This information is gathered from this scheme is used to calculate approximate the expected delay of each rtps connection and this algorithm is also used to calculate target throughput and delay. 
Grant per Scriber Station (GPSS):
Bandwidth is allocated to all SS & their connections.
B. System Development Methodology Implementation
This architecture is designed to fulfill the listed objectives:  Packets are scheduled in Uplink direction as per their priority, UGS packets having highest priority and after that nrtps and rtps packests.  The packet is sent one after another in the downlink direction in SS based on the set priority of the packet. 
C. Implementation Steps of Wimax
The drawback of any wireless communication structure is that coverage ranging area data rates are imperfect. To overcome this limitation in WiMAX communication structure the coverage ranging area is increase by changing the bandwidth. The following steps are involved in ns2 for implementing WiMAX point-to-multipoint communication [20] [21].
Step 1: In figure 4.2 we have used the ns-2 version 2.34 for implementing WiMAX point-to-multipoint communication wa1.tcl. Step 2: make changes in mac_802. 16 .cc, mac-802_16.h and ll.c, packet.h
Step 3: Add the given parameters in the files mac-802_16.cc, mac-802_16.h
Step 4: For this implementation purpose we have used linux (Fedora 12 version).
Step 5: After execution of the wa1.tcl file, the trace file is generated wa1.tr, it includes the information about packets sending & receiving time, packets drop & transfer from BS to SS in figure 4.3. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we emphasized on MAC Scheduling architecture for IEEE802.16 standards.
The MAC scheduling architecture uses the downlink and the uplink scheduling scheme for improving throughput and delay.
WiMAX P-M-P module was implemented by using ns-2 tool and C++ programming language and flowchart for network initialization is proposed.
Thus, the proposed algorithm can be validated to capable of enhancing the performance of WiMAX network to check quality of services classes requirements.
